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About This Game

KEY FEATURES

  4 levels of shmup action with boss battles
  4 main weapon types and additional special weapons

  Powerups
  Gamepad / mouse / keyboard controls

  Shield to help You protect from enemy bullets
  Dash to help You move quickly and never stay in one place too long

GAMEPLAY

Game consist of four levels. Passing previous with high enough score gives You access to subsequent ones.

SHIP EQUIPMENT

To quickly cover horizontal distance Your ship is equipped with dash skill. Use it when You want to quickly move from one end
of the screen to the other.

Shield can be generated for defensive measures. It protects from enemy bullets but not from collision with enemy ships. Shield
needs to be charged in order to activate it. To charge shield collect energy cells that are dropped by fallen enemies.
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SHIP WEAPONS

There are three weapon types: Laser, Projectile and Bouncy each of those can be upgraded several times for stronger version.
Additionally Your ship constantly fires homing rockets.

For taking out tougher enemies or groups use mines. Upon explosion they deal massive damage to enemies in explosion radius.
Good to take out groups of enemies or big ships.

From time to time Your ship will acquire special ways of doing damage, so called "skills". Those are most powerful tools of
destruction, use them whenever possible.

CONTROLS

Mouse / keyboard / gamepad controls are available. Mouse controls gives most precision when avoiding enemy projectiles.
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Title: Galactic Storm
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dawid Bujak
Publisher:
Dawid Bujak
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 660

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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Playing on Windows 10 wiuth xbox PAD. Controls on joypad are horrible, unable to change control scheme. Font is invisible on
buttons.

This may not be an expensive game but I cannot recommend.. Good top down shooter game. Reminds me of the top-down
fighter games I use to play in the arcades back in the 80's but with much better graphics (and a lot less quarters). Only 4 levels
but for the price it's still worth it. I used the default mosue and keyboard settings to play it.. standard shmups,but too less
levels,consider its price,still a good game.. If you are looking for a top down bullet hell shooter this game is great. The visuals
are amazing and well put together. The weapon upgrades and collectables are enough to keep you going and keep it interesting.
Bosses provide a challenge as well as some spots in the levels.

My only complaint is this only has 4 levels, I would love to play more but for $3.00 you honestly cant beat it.

I'm playing this on PC and it runs 100% smooth with no lag or stutters (even with the screen completely full of objects).
GTX960 GPU, 16gb RAM, i7-4790k CPU.

Great job to the devs, I hope to see another game like this from them in the future.. Its a game by Bujak. I know Bujak
personally. #fame. standard shmups,but too less levels,consider its price,still a good game.. kinda short..but not all bad..and its
cheap. Its a game by Bujak. I know Bujak personally. #fame. Good top down shooter game. Reminds me of the top-down
fighter games I use to play in the arcades back in the 80's but with much better graphics (and a lot less quarters). Only 4 levels
but for the price it's still worth it. I used the default mosue and keyboard settings to play it.
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I do agree with the frame rate \/ lag issues... makes the game unplayable in my eyes. I even changed resolutions in steams
settings and other options as well... didnt help. A true let down cuz the game has a ton of potential, now its garbage. Getting a
refund and i wish i wasnt.. I do agree with the frame rate \/ lag issues... makes the game unplayable in my eyes. I even changed
resolutions in steams settings and other options as well... didnt help. A true let down cuz the game has a ton of potential, now its
garbage. Getting a refund and i wish i wasnt.. If you are looking for a top down bullet hell shooter this game is great. The visuals
are amazing and well put together. The weapon upgrades and collectables are enough to keep you going and keep it interesting.
Bosses provide a challenge as well as some spots in the levels.

My only complaint is this only has 4 levels, I would love to play more but for $3.00 you honestly cant beat it.

I'm playing this on PC and it runs 100% smooth with no lag or stutters (even with the screen completely full of objects).
GTX960 GPU, 16gb RAM, i7-4790k CPU.

Great job to the devs, I hope to see another game like this from them in the future.. kinda short..but not all bad..and its cheap.
Playing on Windows 10 wiuth xbox PAD. Controls on joypad are horrible, unable to change control scheme. Font is invisible on
buttons.

This may not be an expensive game but I cannot recommend.
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